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MATRIX RINGS OVER POLYNOMIAL IDENTITY RINGS

R Y

ELIZABETH BERMAN

ABSTRACT.   We prove that if  A   is an algebra over a field with at least  k

elements, and A   satisfies  x    = 0,   then  A   ,  the ring of  n-by-n matrices over

A,   satisfies  xq = 0,  where  q = kn + 1.   Theorem 1.3 generalizes this result

to rings:   If A  is a ring satisfying  x   = 0,   then for all  ra,  there exists  q   such

that A     satisfies  xq = 0.

Definitions.   A checkered permutation of the first  n positive integers is a

permutation of them sending even integers into even integers.   The docile poly-

nomial of degree   n is

D(xv •■• ,Xft)= 2 */(!)••• */(„)>

where the sum is over all checkered permutations  / of the first  k positive

integers.   The docile product polynomial of degree   k, p is

P
n D(x.., • • •, x., )u.,

2 = 1 '

where the x's and zz's are noncommuting variables.   Theorem 2.1.  Any poly-

nomial identity algebra over a field of characteristic  0 satisfies a docile

product polynomial identity.   Theorem 2.2.   If A   is a ring satisfying the docile

product polynomial identity of degree  2k, p,  and n is a positive integer, and

q -2k n   +1;   then  A     satisfies a product of p standard identities, each of

degree  q.

Claudio Procesi and Lance Small proved that if A   is an algebra over a field

satisfying a polynomial identity of degree d then, for all 72, A     satisfies some

power of the standard identity of degree   2n\d/2V~,  where   [ízV2]   is the largest

integer in d/2 [3].   Independently, this writer obtained the same theorem for a

commutative ring with unity satisfying a homogeneous polynomial identity with

at least one coefficient of one [l, Theorem 8].   But neither theorem specifies the

power.   This paper discusses polynomial identities which determine a specific

polynomial identity for A   .

The abstract above defines the docile polynomial of degree  k.   The unitary

polynomial of degree  k is   2 x.([) . • • x where the sum is over all permuta-

tions / of the integers 1 through k. In [l, Theorem l], we showed that if A is

a ring satisfying the unitary identity of degree k, then A satisfies the unitary

identity of degree  kn2 + 1.   In [l, Theorem 2], we showed that if A   satisfies the
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docile identity of degree 2k, then A    satisfies the standard identity of degree  2k n   +1.

The proofs resemble the proofs of Theorems 1.1 and 2.2 below.

1.   Nil  rings.   We quote an easy lemma from a previous paper.

Lemma 1.1.   // k and q are positive integers;  S,  a set with  k elements;  B,

a set with k(q - l) + 1   elements; and there is a function from  B  into S;  then at

least q elements of B  have the same image in S  [l, Lemma l].

Definition 1.1.   Suppose that  A?  is a ring and r  , ■ • ■ , r    is a sequence of  q

elements of  R.   To parenthesize the sequence into j clumps is to insert ;' pairs

of adjacent, nonoverlapping parentheses.   The subsequence within one pair of

parentheses constitute a clump.   The product of the enclosed elements in the order

stated is the value of the clump.

Theorem 1.1.   If A   is a ring satisfying xn = 0,  then A  satisfies the unitary

identity of degree  n.   If A   is an algebra over a field of characteristic  0 or p > n,

and A  satisfies the unitary identity of degree  n,  then A  satisfies xn = 0.

Proof.  We prove the first statement by linearizing x" in the usual way [2].

The second statement results from-substituting x fot x .,  for all  z,  in the unitary

polynomial.   We get the polynomial identity n\xn = 0.   Since  p does not divide

tz!, A  satisfies xn = 0.

Definition 1.2.   Let  k be a positive integer.   Let [/.} be the set of homoge-

neous components of the polynomial Çï.._.x.)  .   We call a ring  A  an N-ring of

degree  k if all the  /.  vanish on  A.

Some examples of zV-rings follow.

1.  If A   is an algebra over a field with at least  k elements, and  A  is nil of

index k,  then A  is an /V-ring of degree   k.

Proof.   A  satisfies

k       \k

EX,-] =Xky+...        +       Xkk       +       Xky-lX2       +        ....

2=1 /

The first k terms on the right vanish on A.   Using a Vandermonde determinant,

we see that every homogeneous component vanishes on A. t

2. If A is an algebra over a field of characteristic 0 or p > k, and one of

the homogeneous components of (2._.x.) vanishes on A, then A is an N-ring

of degree  k.

Proof.   Each component yields the unitary polynomial upon linearization.

Now we use Theorem 1.1 and the Example 1.

3-   If A  satisfies  x    = 0,  then  A   is an /V-ring of degree 2.
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Theorem 1.2.   If A   is an N-ring of degree  k,  then for all n, A     satisfies

xq = 0,  where q = kn2 + 1.

Proof.   Let  Z be the ring of the integers.   Then A     is isomorphic to A ® Z  .

Let u £ A ® Z  .   Then zz is a sum of simple tensors:
" 777

U =   Xe;® wi 7

7 = 1

where  c . £ A, and w . is a matrix unit.
2 ' 2

** = E<7<ir-*c/(«)®M7ur-*uw

where the sum is over all functions / from  jl, • • • , q\ into  jl, • • • , ?7z|.

Let t, be a term in this expansion.   Consider the sequence of matrix units

corresponding to the right side of  t :

S = \wni), ..., wnq)\.

By Lemma 1.1, at least  k + 1  of these matrix units in S are the same.   Call them

all y,  the distinguished matrix unit of the term.   Call the summands of u appearing

in  t.:
I

«j ® y. «2 ® y, •••, ¿>j ® -Zj, ¿72®z2, ••••

Then  S has form such as the following, where we have parenthesized into clumps.

\zy zy (y, z2, )iy, z     )(y,) ..., y, zy\.

As in this example, we parenthesize  S into clumps as follows:   start with the

first y and enclose it in parentheses along with all z's to the right, if any, up to

the next y.   Continue, forming  k clumps, each containing one  y.   There are at

least £ + 1  y's, but just the first  k get parentheses.   Now consider / as a

sequence:   !/(l), • • • , f(q)\.   Parenthesize / in the same manner as   S,  forming  k

clumps.

Consider the sequence corresponding to the left side of /,:   A = \c,,,y • • •, c..  A.

Parenthesize A  in the same manner as  S and /:   start with the first a and

enclose it in parentheses, along with all  b's to the right, up to the next a.   Con-

tinue, forming k clumps.

We can partition into disjoint subsets the set of all functions from q  integers

into  ?72 integers, such that if / and /     are in the same subset, they have the fol-

lowing relation:

(1) The entries   before the first clump are the same entries in the same order.

(2) The entries after the last clump are the same in the same order.

(3) The   k clumps are the same, but in any order.   If a clump appears exactly

/ times in /,  it appears exactly  / times in /'.
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Let  T be one of the partition subsets so defined.   Here is an example of two

terms   t. and t.>,  such that / and /    are both in  T.   We have inserted parentheses

on both left and right sides, in the same manner as in the corresponding sequences.

The sequences corresponding to the right sides have two distinct clumps,

(y, z     ) and (y, z     );  the first appearing once; the second,  k - 1   times.

q) byb2(ayby)(ayb2)(ayb2) ••• (üybja^b^ •••bp

®ZyZ2(yZy)(yzA(yzA ••• (yzAyz^ "-Zp,

and

(2)
>,bAa  bA (a.b. )(a  b.) • • • (a,b)a^b, • ■ • ¿>
1212        11 12 1233 P

<8> z yZ 2iyz 2) iyz y) iyz 2) • ■ ■ (yzAyz^ ■
P

We will show that the sum of all terms  t, 3 f £ T is   0.   If / e T,   let the

right side of the corresponding term be  w   = w,.  ■. ■ ■ ■ w,.   ..   If for all / in  T,

w, = 0,  then certainly the sum of all terms for  T is  0.   Suppose that for at least

one /    in  T, w .< 4 0.   We will show that for all / in  T, w   = w  >.   Let  e.. be the

matrix unit with the integer  1   in row  z,  column ;'.   Let S = [w.i    ., ■ ■ ■ , w   »,   .}.

Cczse 1. The sequence S has two adjacent y's. Then there exists a matrix

unit  e .. such that  y = e ...   Hence each clump in S must have value  e ...

Case 2.   Every clump in 5 has at least one  z.   Let y = e...   Then in each

clump, the product of the z's must be   e ..,  for otherwise  w,' - 0.   Thus each

clump in S has value  e ...

If / and / are both in T, then w. = w>, because the corresponding sequences

of matrix units are alike except for a permutation of clumps.

Thus the sum of all terms corresponding to f £ T is a simple tensor, whose

right side is w.'.   The left side is a product of factors:

(1) The product of all the b's before the first  a.

(2) One of the /. from Definition 1.2, evaluated on the k clumps containing

a's.

(3) The product of all the entries after the last clump.

Since the second factor is   0,  the theorem follows.

We give an example of the second factor, using the two related terms mentioned

above.

There were two distinct clumps for the left sides: (a. , b , ), and (a ,b2, );

the first appearing once; the second,  k - I  times.   The appropriate polynomial is

XyX2~l + x2XyX2~2 + • • • + x2~lXy

The following theorem generalizes the above theorem to a matrix ring over

any nil ring of bounded index, but does not yield a specific degree.
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Theorem 1.3.   If A   is a ring satisfying xk = 0,  then for all n there exists  q

such that  A     satisfies xq = 0.
72 '

Proof.   First, note that if g  is a homomorphism from ring  R  into  R   , with

g(r) = r',  then g  induces a homomorphism  G  of  R     into  R   :   Glir^] = (>"•.).

Clearly,  kerG = (kerg)   .

Let B be the ring of polynomials with integral coefficients in n    noncom-

muting variables    je. .1, 1 < i, / < n.   Let D be the ideal of  B generated by ele-

ments of form  bk for some  b e B.   Then B/D satisfies  x    = 0.   Let  E  be the

matrix in  B    whose entry in row  z,  column  /,  is  e...   Let  E     be the matrix in
72 ' ' "27

(B/D)    whose entry in row   i,  column ;',  is  e ...

Since  B/D is bounded nil, it is locally nilpotent, and thus  iB/D)     is also

locally nilpotent.   Hence there exists  q such that E   q = 0.   Thus in  S   , Eq =

id..) e D   .
ij n

Let (a..) £ A   .   Define a function g:   let e(e..) = a .., and extend g  to get a
2; 72 ° °      Z; if ° °

homomorphism g from  B  into A.   Then g  induces a homomorphism  G from  B

into A  .   Since A  satisfies x   = 0, D lies in the kernel of g, and thus  D    lies

in the kernel of G.   Obviously,  G(E) = (a..).   Thus

Uiy)* = [C(E)]? = C(E«) = G[U.y)] = 0.

2.   The docile product identity.   We restate two results from a previous paper.

Lemma 2.1.   If we have  n  ordered elements of a set and insert parentheses

to form j clumps, each containing an odd number of elements, and permute these

clumps with some clump permutation f,  then the resulting permutation of the

original elements is even if f is even and odd if f is odd [l, Corollary to Lemma

A].

Lemma 2.2.   If A   is a ring and A     satisfies the standard identity of degree

k,  then A  satisfies the docile identity of degree  k [l, Theorem 3].

Lemma 2.3.  Suppose that n  is a positive integer and A   is an algebra over a

field F of characteristic  0 or p > n.   Let g(xJ5 • • ■ , x   )  be a polynomial over  F

such that A satisfies [gUj, • • • , xj]* = 0.   Then A satisfies J]N   g(xa, •-•,xj) = 0,

where 7V = 2"-1.

Proof.   The proof is almost identical to the P. J. Higgins proof of the Nagata-

Higman theorem:   if A  is an algebra over a field of characteristic   0 or p > n,

and   A   satisfies  x" = 0,  and  N = 2" - 1, then  A   satisfies  xyx2 ■ ■ ■ x     = 0  [2,

p. 274].

Theorem 2.1.   If A   is a polynomial identity algebra of degree  d over a field
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F of characteristic  0,  and k = 4[d/2]  ,   then there exists f such that A  satisfies

the docile product identity of degree  k, j.

Proof.   Let  A  satisfy / of degree d.   Let B be the free algebra over   F,

freely generated by  e     e  , • • - .   Let D be the ideal of B  generated by elements

of form fib     • ■ ■), where for all  z, i>. £ B.   Let  Q = B/D.   Let  N be the upper nil

radical of Q.   Then Q/N has no nonzero nil ideals and satisfies /.   Hence

iQ/N)2 satisfies the standard identity of degree  k = 4[d/2]2  [2, p. 227].   Thus by

Lemma 2.2, Q/N satisfies the docile identity of degree  k:   g(x  , • • • , x A = 0.

For all i,  let e ' = e . + D £ 0.   Let e".   = e ' + N.   Then in Q/N:
2 1— 2 2 *-'

gie"y, ..., e"k)e"k     =0.

Thus in  Q:

«W« •••• ek)eUi~w eN-

There exists  / > 0 such that  wl - 0.   Thus in  ß:

[giey,...,ek)ek+lY = d£D.

Now let a  , ■ ■ ■ , a, +.   be any k + 1  elements of A.   If 1 < i < k + 1,  let

hie.) = a..   Extend h to get a homomorphism from B  into  A.   Let

g'ixy, • ■ • , xk, u) = [g(Xj,  • • • , xfe)]zz.

Thus

[g'(fll, •••, V «ik + 1)]t

= [g'(Mei),-..,Me,),Me,+1))]'

= ¿([g'ÍCj, •••, efc,  ei+1)]0 = M¿) = 0.

Thus  A   satisfies the tth power of g   .   By Lemma 2.3,  A   satisfies the

docile product identity of degree   k, T.

Let the standard polynomial of degree  q be the polynomial yielding the

standard identity of degree   q.

The conclusion of the following theorem says that A     satisfies a product

of p  standard identities, each of degree  q.   It is interesting that p does not

depend on  tz.

Theorem 2.2.  // A   is a ring satisfying the docile product identity of degree

k, p,  and n is a positive integer,  q = 2k2n2 + 1,  and g  is the standard poly-

nomial of degree  a,   then  A     satisfies  0 = II?  . s(x ..,•••, x .  ).
' ° ' 72 ' 1 = 1 °        zl ' ZÍJ

Proof.   Let h be the polynomial on the right of the above identity.   Now  A

can be imbedded in a ring with unity [3, p. 87].    Both rings satisfy the docile
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product identity of degree   2k, p.    Thus we assume that A  has a unity.   Consider

A ® Z  ,  isomorphic to A   .   Choose  p ■ q  simple tensors in A   ® Z     of form72' r 72 r * * 72

c. ® w ., where  c . £ A,  and  w. is a matrix unit.   Since  h is multilinear and
2 2' 2 ' z

homogeneous, it suffices to prove that  h vanishes on such elements.   Evaluating

h,  we get a sum of terms, each a simple tensor.   The right side of each is a pro-

duct of p • q matrix units.   Call the sequence yielding the right side of a given

term  \w  , • ■ • , w     \.   Section the above sequences into  p sections, each con-

taining  q elements.   Similarly section the sequence corresponding to the left side

of each term.

In each section for the right side, there is a matrix unit that appears at least

2k2 + 1  times, by Lemma 1.1.   Call this matrix unit y,  the distinguished matrix

unit of the section.   We can assume that for all  i,  section  i of every sequence

has the same distinguished matrix unit.   Fix  z.   Call the simple tensors whose

product yields section   i:

a    ® y, a2® y, •••     and     b% ® zy b2<8> zy

Insert parentheses in each section for the right:   start with the first y.   Enclose

it in parentheses, along with all z's to the right, if any, up to the next y.   Con-

tinue, making 2k2  pairs of parentheses.   Similarly, make  2k2  clumps on the se-

quence of fl's and b's, enclosing each a except the last with all fVs to the right.

Parenthesize each section this way.

A clump is odd or even depending on whether it has an odd or even number of

elements.   If a section contains   2k or more odd clumps, call the section odd, and

proceed as follows:   introduce a new parenthesizing with brackets.   Start with the

first odd clump.   Enclose it in brackets, along with all even clumps to the right,

if any, up to the next odd clump.   The bracketed elements for a super-clump,

which contains an odd number of elements.   Continue, so as to make  2k super-

clumps.   They form the distinguished subsection of the section .

If the number of odd clumps in the section is less than  2k,  call the section

even.   Subdivide the section into  2k subsections, each consisting of  k clumps.

One subsection must consist entirely of even clumps, because if each subsection

contained at least one odd clump, there would be at least  2k odd clumps in the

section.   Call the first k consecutive even clumps the distinguished subsection

of the section.   The b's to the right of each a form a sub-clump.   In the distin-

guished subsection all the sub-clumps are odd.

We introduce an equivalence relation on the sequences corresponding to the

left sides of the terms:   we call sequence  W equivalent to sequence   W'  if the

following hold for all z:

(1)    If S. is section  i of  W; and S¡ ,  of W ';  then either both S. and S '

ate even, or both are odd.   The elements to the left of the distinguished subsection
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in S- and S '.   ate the same elements in the same order.   The elements to the right
7 7

of the distinguished subsection are the same elements in the same order.

(2) If S. and S'   ate both odd, then the  2k super-clumps are the same, in

any order, so long as the arrangement in S .  results from a checkered permutation

of the arrangement in S ..   (The abstract defines checkered permutations.)

(3) If both S . and  S'.   ate even, then in the distinguished subsection the k ad-

jacent even clumps have the same  a's and the same  b  sub-clumps.   We permit any

order of the a's and  b sub-clumps, so long as they alternate, starting with an a.

For example, if k = n = 2, then  2k2n2 + 1 = 33-   There are  2k2 + 1=9 a's

in each section.   We form  8 clumps in each section.   Here is an example of two

equivalent odd sections, with the distinguished subsections underlined:

¡by, b2, (ay, by )[(a2, )(ay b4> )][(ay by bv )]

[ia6, )][(fl7)](í7g, b8, )(a/), a9, •••, b2J
-

and

\by, b2, (ay, by )[(a6, )][(a7)][(a2, )(ay bA, )]

[(ay b6, b7, )]jas, bs, )(a4,)ar ■•-, b2Al

Here are two equivalent even sections, with the distinguished subsections

underlined:

[by, b2, (ay, by by )(a2, /3?, )(a}, b6, by, b8, )

(a  y b9, )(Uy by0, ^U^, ^dy K^g, ^ •••, b  -, f  ̂

and

Ïby,        by       (ay        by        by       )Ja2,        b6,        by        b^Hüy        by)

iaA, b9, )iay by0, )ia6, )(ar )ia&, )flQ, ••-, ¿>24!.

Consider a fixed equivalence class.   We will show that the sum of all the

terms corresponding to the class is  0.   Without loss of generality, at least one

term has right side nonzero.   Then all the right sides under consideration are equal.

From an odd section we get the docile polynomial of degree   2k,  evaluated on the

values of the  2k odd super-clumps.   From an even section we get the docile poly-

nomial of degree   2k, evaluated on the   k a's and the values of the  k sub-clumps

of b's.   The elements to the right of each distinguished subsection, up to the next

distinguished subsection, correspond to the u's in the docile product polynomial.

If necessary, insert the unity from  A  at the end of a section to get the  u.   The

sum of all the terms for the class is thus a simple tensor whose right side is the

common value of all the right sides, and whose left side is the product of the fol-

lowing:

(1)   The product of all the elements in the first section left of its distinguished

subsection.
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(2)   The docile product polynomial of degree  2k, p,  evaluated on the appro-

priate super-clumps, sub-clumps, and elements.

Since the second factor is  0, h vanishes on A   .
72
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